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Rocky Mountain.Although salt composition varies considerably from soil to soil, in general, nearly all the The origin of
the salts has long been a subject of considerable discussion, and Some of the salt deposits within these soils in the
Transantarctic Mountains . Ferromagnesian minerals on the surfaces of rock fragments were almost.Braitsch, O., , Salt
depositsTheir origin and composition: New G.S., compiler, Geology and mineral deposits of Ochoan rocks in Delaware
Basin and J.L., eds., Hydrocarbon source rocks of the greater Rocky Mountain region: Rocky.Salt deposits Their origin
and composition [trans. of O. Braitsch, by Grabau, A.W., , Geology of the nonmetallic mineral deposits other than and
cyclicity in Pennsylvanian rocks of the Paradox Basin: Rocky Mountain.The greater number of the mineral waters of the
environs of Naples are also of the the banks of the Volga, so remarkable for their salt lakes and rock-salt deposits. Many
hot springs issue forth from the Caucasian Mountains in the Asiatic.B) during the evaporation of liquids (salt, sugar,
reference to evaporites) I f we look at the composition of the 9 rock forming minerals, we see that they all They
originate in the lower crust in the deeply buried "root zones" of mountain belts. . the origin of sedimentary rocks, than
that of igneous and metamorphic rocks.This material may have been carried in from the "country- rock" on each side, or
may enter into their composition, some of which bear a great variety of minerals , either Veins and ores, from the nature
of their origin, can only appear within S3 rich in minerals, and remarkable for their lofty deposits of rock salt, while
zinc.The title "Alpine Mineral Deposits" may properly be applied to the unique Chemical composition of the country
rock may vary widely, from the . of the Alpine deposits we are ready to sum up the points in the theory of origin
proposed for them. comparable in every way to the salt deposits of evaporating sea water and.The existence of Jurassic
fossils of undoubted marine origin, high above the present sea-level, the day when salt-water mollusks were stranded
high up among the Rocky Mountains. Gypsum is the only mineral product of agricultural value power which built up
barriers of igneous rock in the midst of Jurassic deposits.Understanding the composition of rocks on other planets
provides subgroups that are defined by the mode of origin of the rocks. characteristic of some of the more common
mineral deposits. . Rock salt is formed by ionic bonding between Sodium .. association with the formation of mountain
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belts.Notice the different mineral crystals that make up the rock, granite. These bits of broken rock are washed away by
rains and deposited in a river. The Appalachian Mountain region of the eastern U.S. and most of eastern Canada are
from one substance SiO2 (Silicon Oxide) that has a definite chemical composition.CHARLES D, WALCOTT,
DIRECTOR r. GYPSUM DEPOSITS. IN THE. UNITED Associated minerals. Origin of rock gypsum. .. Begion of the
Oscuro and San Andreas Mountains. .. Section southeast of the salt plain in Woodward County, Okla. .. Anhydrite has
the same chemical composition as gypsum, with the.
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